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Problem
+ Limited amount of *in situ* data available for SeaWiFS match-ups
+ Dedicated optical moorings are expensive

Project Solution
+ Demonstrate that a mooring-of-opportunity (BTM) can be used to provide high frequency match-up data
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Comparison of BBOP and BTM $E_d(0^+), L_w$, and subsurface $L_u$
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Figure 2
Comparison between BTM and SeaWiFS $L_w$
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Effects of Wind Speed on $L_w$ as Measured by BTM and SeaWiFS
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Summary

* BTM data and $L_w$ values are in good agreement with ship profile measurements

* BTM $L_w$ values compare favorably with SeaWiFS values

* Wind and sea-state are important factors causing discrepancies

* Moorings-of-opportunity can greatly improve matchup data base
Future Activities

* Evaluation of wind and sea-state, solar elevation, chl level, and undersampling effects

* Test and use new optical systems with moorings: BTM, OWS "P", MBARI, and LEO-15

* Publication of new results
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Several OPL BTM and SIMBIOS Reports (see web site below)

Web site: www.opl.ucsb.edu/btm.html